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Grasscsojthe Texas HiU Country is a pictorial guide to grasses of the Hill Country region of Texas,

Designed for the layperson, this book is lull of crisp color photographs on a black background that

clearly show the mtlorescences (seed heads) of grasses common in the Mill Country as well as inany

other areas of Texas, Authors Brian and Shirley Loflin have created a guide that is easy to use with

grasses grouped by similarities in inflorescence structure. The front and back book flaps serve as

handy relcrcnce guides for inflorescence structure types and the icons used throughout the text.

The opening chapter of the book introduces readers to the Hill Country region and other veg-

etation regions of Texas, The introduction discusses the basic structures of grass and includes color

images. Wiihin the "how to use this book" section is a detailed explanation of the different inflores-

cence structure types used to organize the grasses in the book. This introductory section includes

other items of interest such as a discussion on how plants are given scientific names, the meaning of

those names, and a list oi both the genus and common names of grasses included in this book.

There are seventy-seven grasses included in the book. Each grass has an associated profile that

includes features of the species, plant uses, growing season information, and habitat uiformai ion ur-

cludingsoil, location and distribution. The features section of each profile includes importani infor-

mation sucli as typical height, description of gra^s inflorescence, some vegetation characteristics,

whether the grass is cool ov warm season, native or introduced and whether the grass is annual or

perennial, Muchol the feature inloiination is included in a bar under the commonname of the grass

in a rather intuitive icon form. The economic usage sections describe a species' use as a forage grass,

garden grass, landscape grass, or value to wildlife. Each grass profile has at least one large image of

the inflorescence and many grasses have additional small inset photographs of growth habit in nature.

There arc a few items that would have made this book more useftil to both beginners and more
experienced grass enthusiasts. There are fantastic photographs of the inflorescences included with

eachgrass,butunfortunately the authors did not inchide photographs of the vegetative struct Liresdigule

and auricle) needed to help identify grasses when the inflorescence is not available. However, the au-

thors have included some vegetative structure information withni the ieatures" of the plant descrip-

tion. It would have also been beneficial to have the growth habit photographs that accompany many of

the plant descriptions for every grass included in the text. There were a couple of typos/mix-ups no-

ticed; an example is thediagrammed photograph in Figure 5 where the auricle was incorrectly labeled

as theligule. Someother small typos were noticed. Despite these few items, there is no doubt that this is

a very useable book for persons with an interest in learning grasses of the Hill Country area.

If you are a beginner to grass identification or are looking for a good color photograph guide to

grasses for the Hill Country (and surrounding area) of Texas, Grasses o/f lie Texas Hill CAUintry by
Brian and Shirlc)- Loflm would be a terrific book to start with. The glossary writmg style and icon

c[uick guide add to making this pictorial book an easy to reference and use. This book is easily recom-

mended for use by young adults and general grass or plant identification enthusiasts.-Lee Luclecydoo,

Hcrbari u mBotanical Research Institute of Texas, 509 Pecan Street, Tort Wort /i, TX 76102-4060, US.A.
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